
 

 

FULL TERMS AND CONDITIONS – SMEG RANGE COOKER  

COOKWARE PROMOTION 
 

1. The promotion is open to UK and Republic of Ireland consumers who purchase a selected new 
Smeg range cooker between 15th March and 31st May 2023. 

2. Models include Opera, Portofino, Symphony, Victoria cookers only in 90,100,110, 120 or 150cm 
widths only. 

3. Models include: 

Dual/ Mixed Fuel 

 A1-9, A2-81, A2BL-81, A2PY-81, A4-81, A5-81, CPF9GPAN, CPF9GPBL, CPF9GPOG, CPF9GPOR, 
CPF9GPR, CPF9GPWH, CPF9GPX, CPF9GPYW, CPF92GMA, CPF92GMBL, CPF92GMWH, 
CPF92GMX, CPF120IGMPX, CPF120IGMPBL, CPF120IGMPT, CPF120IGMPWH, CPF120IGMPR, 
TR4110AZ, TR4110BL1, TR4110GR, TR4110P1, TR4110X-1, TR103BL, TR103P, TR103GR, TR93BL, 
TR93P, TR93GR, TR90BL9, TR90P9, TR90GR, SY92PX9, SY93-1, SYD4110-1, SY103 

Induction 

A2PYID-81, A1PYID-9, CPF92IMA, CPF92IMBL, CPF92IMWH, CPF92IMX, CPF9IPAN. CPF9IPBL, 
CPF9IPOG, CPF9IPOR, CPF9IPR, CPF9IPX, CPF9IPYW, CPF9IPWH, TR4110IGR2. TR4110IBL2, 
TR4110IP2, TR4110IX2, TR93IP, TR93IP2, TR90IP2, TR93IBL2, TR93IGR, TR93IGR2, TR90IGR2, 
TR103IP2, TR103IBL2, TR103IGR2, SY103I, SYD4110I-1, SY93I-1 

4. Smeg approved dealers will have access to official advertising materials only.  

5. This offer does not apply to graded or used products (new products only). 

6. To enter please visit https://www.smeguk.com/promotions/cookware 

7. You will be required to supply your product’s unique serial number and upload a valid proof of 
purchase to support any online claim, failure to do so, will mean that your claim will be 
rejected.  

8. This exclusive offer runs from 15/03/2023 until 31/05/2023. Claims must be submitted no later 
than 30th June 2023 

9. The promotion is as stated and there is no alternative available (non-transferable). Subject to 
availability, verified claims will receive 1 x CKFC26 casserole dish, 1 x CKFF24 24cm frying pan & 
1 x CKFF30 30cm frying pan. 

10. Colour choice is a preference and unfortunately cannot be guaranteed. Choose set in cream, 
black or red. Sets cannot be split.  

11. To be eligible to participate in the promotion you must be a UK or Republic of Ireland resident 
aged 18+ 

12. This promotion is only available to end user consumers only (e.g. not to any reseller or business 
purchased on a trade or contract basis). 

13. The Promoter accepts no responsibility for forms that are lost or delayed, or which are unable to 
be sent due to lack of network coverage, system, software or hardware failure or for any other 
reason beyond its control. 
 

https://www.smeguk.com/promotions/cookwareb


14. The promoter reserves the right to disqualify applications it believes are acting in breach of 
these Terms and Conditions and reserves the right to investigate and take all reasonable 
action to protect itself against fraudulent claims. Any claims which they believe to be 
invalid and/or fraudulent will be rejected. 
 

15. By completing all participants will be deemed to have accepted and be bound by these 

Terms and Conditions. 

16. Your name and address will only be retained for communication purposes if you choose to 

opt into receiving communications from Smeg UK.  

17. Please see www.smeguk.com/disclaimer/  for our privacy policy. 

18. Please allow 28 days for items to be send, once approved. 
19. For details of the promotion please write to the promoter at the address below. 

20. The Promoter: Smeg (UK), The Marketing Department, The Magna Building, Wyndyke 

Furlong, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, OX14 1DZ, United Kingdom. 

 

http://www.smeguk.com/disclaimer/

